In her three-book series that spans the liturgical year, renowned author Phyllis Tickle recalls simple stories from life on her family's farm in Lucy, Tennessee. In spiritually uplifting and nostalgic memoirs, Tickle records the richness of faith in everyday life. Wisdom in the Waiting, the second book in the series, celebrates the luminous beauty that bursts forth in spring, and offers heartwarming reflections about the sacrifice of Lent, the darkness of Good Friday, the rebirth of Easter, and the reminder of eternal life.

Features:
* Click here to view our Condition Guide and Shipping Prices

My Personal Review:
Phyllis Tickle uses stories of her own family to illustrate the liturgical calendar. A wonderful education for those of us raised in churches that don't celebrate the liturgical calendar. Stories are full of wisdom. I quote the lost security blanket with Rebecca's dreams in it and the mourning for a lost child that never goes away, just becomes less arrogant.

For More 5 Star Customer Reviews and Lowest Price:  
Wisdom in the Waiting: Springs Sacred Days by Phyllis Tickle - 5 Star Customer Reviews and Lowest Price!